15 years ago 4 cities built 3,750 damp defect-ridden flats known as YDG Mk1. In May 1981 tenants
associations in these cities formed an alliance. Now, Nottingham and Leeds will be demolishing 1,900 flats;
Hull is wondering whether to spend £17 million on theirs and Sheffield is literally taking a block apart
panel by panel to decide whether to demolish or to do very major renewal work.
We achieved all this by organising in our own estates and by the formation of the Yorkshire Development
Tenants Action Group.
It's been a long and hard struggle and during it we've also made other gains like estate heating allowances,
rate reductions and codes of clearance.
We've been successful in many ways and unsuccessful in others. We've made a lot of mistakes along the way
and through our action learnt a lot of valuable lessons.
So we thought it important to share our experiences, to make a small contribution to building a stronger
tenants movement and to help other campaigns. We've written this pamphlet in a collective way and you'll
notice we have differences of opinions some of which are included. So we're not offering some magic
blueprint but a guide. In your area the tactics we used may not be the right ones and the actions of central
government may force the need for new tactics. However, within our guide we hope we've clearly pointed
to the crucial elements of organising and planning a campaign.
We've put all the work into writing this not so a few people can read it and put it away but so that it is
discussed within your group or on your estate. We'd like to see every member have a copy and hope many
of the ideas will be discussed and argued over in meetings.
So whether you agree or disagree with its contents we hope you will use it as one tool in building your
campaign and organisation. Building towards the day when we all have warm dry homes which we can
easily afford to heat.
Written by the following YDG tenants: Rosemary Anderson, Nancy Arnold, Christine Ashmore, Mick Atkin, Karen Ball,
Linda Cullen, David Hansen, Margaret Howard, Harry Humphries, Gill Gelder, Margaret Kirk, Lawrence Randell, Ted and
Janice Potter, Madge Rule, Geoffrey Saunders, Marilyn Steane. Non-tenants: Mandy Bryce, Roger Critchley.
Additional research, drafting and publication by Services to Community Action and Trades Unions (SCAT), 31 Clerkenwell
Close, London EC1. 01-253 3627; and 83 Beauvale Road, Meadows, Nottingham. Tel.: 0602865959.
Photos: Bryn Jones & Mick Oldham
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WHAT IS YDG
HOUSING?
Way back in 1962 some Council officers met casually at a conference
and came up with a plan to increase "the quantity and quality" of
housing and to gain the "maximum economic benefits from
industrialisation" .
They persuaded their Councils to form a consortium called the
Yorkshire Development Group which was to consist of Hull, Sheffield,
Leeds and Nottingham. YDG then set up a development team, headed
by architect Martin Richardson, who set about designing maisonettes
and flats to fit into deck access estates which would be 5 to 7 storeys
high and be built using standard components.
No-one asked any tenants what they wanted. Instead the architect
started writing about creating "deck access Volkswagens", about streets
in the sky, about "freer organisation and building form", about
"variety and pragmatism" and quoting the Guru whose ideas have
wrecked thousands of lives - Le Corbusier.
BASIC AIMS
The basic aims of the design were to:
.Use
deck access system because this
provided covered walkways, economical
use of lifts and a "natural meeting place
for both adults and children".
.Use
a wide range of flat types and
sizes so instead of moving off the estate
when you wanted a bigger or smaller
flat you could simply transfer to
another flat.
.Achieve
high density of flats without
building tower blocks.
.Provide
a system which was cheap
and which derived benefits from an
industrialised system because "repetitive
use of large, simple components is the
key to the economy
of all such
systems".

panel factory was set up on site and a
huge concrete batching plant produced
concrete which was poured into various
horizontal, vertical and tilting moulds.
Reinforcement bars were put in before
the concrete was poured in and little
plastic spacers were clipped onto these
bars to prevent them from coming too
close to the surface - supposedly.
The panels were then meant to be
stacked to "cure" i.e. set. They were
then lifted by crane to where erection
gangs. were working. These gangs would
then position them, put dry pack (extra

concrete) underneath each panel to bed
it in, put rubber baffles into the joints
to make them weathertight,
put in
strengthening bars where necessary and
finally shutter around various joints and
pour in extra concrete. Windows and
other services were put in later although
the flats were designed so that the mains
services ran down a central duct in each
flat and so all the extra bits were easy to
connect.

DISASTER FROM THE START
Three men died in Sheffield when a slab
collapsed bringing down other slabs
with it. An enquiry found that the 7 ton
slab did not have sufficient bearing on
which to rest. The end panel which
should have supported it was out of
alignment.
Shepherds
was fined a
miserable £100 for failing to take
adequate safety precautions. So one
building worker's life was priced at
£33.33.
Yet this was not the only accident on
site. Four months before this another
man had died when a slab slipped from
a crane and only a month after the
major accident another
5 workers
narrowly escaped fatal or serious injury
when a gable end slab toppled from 5
storeys up.
The writing ,was on the wall. Building
workers tell horrific stories of lack of
control on site, how quality was thrown
out of the window to obtain the bonus,
how one block was built back to front,
how really defective panels were piled
up and grassed over, how Shepherds
were working round the clock to get the
job done and increase profits even

LUSH CONTRACT
Once the basic design was done YDG
went out to tender to 4 firms who
specialised in industrialised
building.
Whoever won stood to gain an order for
4,500 flats.
•
However
there
was
one
crucial
difference from a normal tender since
the
firms
were
"issued
with
performance specifications and within
these disciplines
were to produce
detailed specifications
for structural
design and erection". In other words the
YDG team designed the overall system
and the flat layouts and then said to the
builders: "we don't mind exactly how
you build these flats (e.g. big or small
panels, this type or that type of joint)
as long as they meet our specifications".
It's important to see the amount of
freedom given the winning builders,
Shepherds Construction from York.

LEEK STREET
SO in 1966 work started on the Leek
Street site in Leeds, (straight up that's
the right name! l. In each city a concrete

THE Vork.hir~
D~velopment
Group hn. built
3.735 tltas and maisonettes
similar in dcsi~n to
the builrlinJit aho.'C'. The fatllts in thf' ~roIJP's
buildin~s arc common tu most forms of system
huildin!(.
1: ]f t hr concr~tp
pancls rio not fit tH~f;thf'!'
properly,
the resulting
gaps cannot
be made
wat~rtight .
2: Th~ rubber
seals to protect
the vital con·
cfete joints linkin~ thf' panch; ;lr~ somrtimes
badly
filted
or missing,
leaving
t he joints
vulnerable
to rain.
3: If the mortar
filling between
the walls and

noor! hn! been carrlessly
pari",", water can
I)our into the rooms hrneath.
4: Where
this happens,
hlack mould IitrOWS,
5: Faulty
ins1I1ation ino.;irle the p;mels can
caust" palcil('<.; \)f colo conrr~te
on whirh warm
air in ~he- hotH€' fund('ll'-:;r'i, Poor l't'nt;I:!tinn
:lno erratic
b . 'ating
(!ggravate
f0nden<:.Ji:nn.
6: III-fitting window fr,lIn('s fan~f'd hv irrf'~l1Jar
panels h'ave ~;'ps through whirh !"'<lfn ("nters.
7: If water prnctratrs
th(' I'uohel' ~{'al hrt\\'rcn
pan('ls, it c,ln rust the steel reinforcement
of
1 he concrete
links if they ha"e cracked
under
the load.
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though this meant cutting corners.

YDG BREAKS UP
In 1968 Sheffield and Nottingham withdrew from YDG even though Nottingham had already spent £60,000 starting
work on phase 2 of their YDG flats.
They abandoned this phase.
In 1969 all cities had to withdraw the
gas central heating and replace it with
electricity following the Ronan Point
disaster. They also had to do a lot of
expensive strengthening work. We learnt
recently they could have strengthened
to 2 different standards, one would have
dealt with calor gas explosions whilst
one would not. Certainly Nottingham
and Leeds chose the lower standard.
In Leeds the flats were unpopular from
the start and they had to advertise for
tenants. However in Nottingham, the
superior space standards of the flats, led
the Housing Department to be very
selective about who got them.
Yet by 1970 complaints were flooding
(yes!) in. A councillor in Nottingham
asked the Housing Chairman what steps
were being taken to deal with "persistent dampness due to structural faults".
The Chairman denied that such faults
existed and referred to a confidential
report on dampness which cleared the
flats of problems so he claimed.
Another bright councillor said it was
nothing to do with the structure but
due to the tenants' use of paraffin
heaters. Covering up and blaming
tenants were to be the two main themes
of the 1970s.

FORCED TO ACT
We won't write the history of the 70s
in full but must mention key points.
Firstly tenants did complain individually and collectively throughout this
period. However because most of the
estates were so unpopular and had such
a high turnover it was very difficult to
organise long term campaigns and recruit active membership.
Faced with opposition though all 4
Councils were forced to do something.
They all spent hundreds of thousands
(in Nottingham we totalled it up to over
£2 million at 1983 prices) on half
hearted measures aimed at improving
conditions. These included insulating
end walls, providing some free storage
heaters, fitting window baffles to increase ventilation and other ventilation
grilles, extra roof insulation, holes at the
bottom of windows, reinforcing bridge
units, extractor fans, repairing defective
panels, sealing joints, redoing cracked
asphalts,
redoing
ground
drainage,
renaming
blocks,
insulating
roofs,
landscaping and planting and even
making holes in letter boxes. Some of
these had some effect, some had none.
Yet none got to the root of the problems despite all the pages of experts
opinions.

OCCUPATIONS AND
ACCUSATIONS
The major 70s campaigns were in
Nottingham and Leeds. In 1976 Hunslet
Grange Action Group unleashed a
barrage of accusations against Leeds
Council
and quoted
experts
who
thought the flats were dangerous in the
event of fire and explosion. Their survey
found that 30% of tenants weren't
using their heating system due to its
costs and a further 45% restricted their
use. Moreover, despite major Council
works to prevent damp, 43"10 of the flats
complained of damp only a few months
after the work had been done.

In 1977 Nottingham tenants occupied
the community centre, marched on
town and published a report demanding
major improvements. The Council made
certain concessions and admitted certain
defects but denied the main points
concerning structural problems and yet
again blamed tenants for condensation.
They agreed to repair roofs, balconies
and drains and the following year did a
facelift job by renaming the blocks and
some landscaping work. The campaign
had won some of their demands but
unfortunately not the main ones. This
group was dissolved due to rehousing
offers.

With a well organised campaign they
pressed the Council to publish reports,
carry out investigations and release facts
that had been hidden. Some of the
Housing officers prayed the Council
investigations would lead to demolition
but they turned out to be a whitewash.
The tenants
arguments were never
satisfactorily answered. Unfortunately
the group dissolved but their work was
not lost for Nottingham took up their
struggles.

So the history of the 1970s is one of
different campaigns in different cities,
some making real gains, yet all Councils
totally failing to investigate and solve
the root problems. Yet at the end of the
1970s tenants organisations were still
active a nd at the start of the 1980s real
links were made between all 4 cities. It
is this period where suddenly everything
started happening and we begin to see a
campaign for dry homes with fair bills
succeeding beyond our wildest dreams.
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OUR PROBLEMS
Before we start talking about our campaigns we need to describe exactly what
we've faced over the years. It's not so
easy to put into words, perhaps what
tenants said in one of our surveys can
give a feeling of what it's like.
We must say though that we've all
suffered in different
ways and to
different degrees over the years, but
when you read the list that follows
don't expect to walk in any flat and
find a scene of despair and desolation.
We'll usually be trying to hide the damp
patch in the corner and forget the electricity bill in the drawer. For some of us
it's meant inconvenience, discomfort
and extra expense, whilst others have.
had their whole lives wrecked or turned
upside down by damp problems, bill
problems, health problems. Yet we are
all affected in some way and this is
what we've faced:

bedding and clothes damp and a green
mould can start growing on them. You
can feel a sort of moist thin air in rooms
with bad condensation.

LACK OF INSULATION
Although the flats, on paper, are meant
to be insulated to the standard set in the
1960s, it's a very low standard. Just half
an inch of polystyrene in the middle of
a concrete panel. And in some joints
and other places there is no insulation
which lets cold in from outside (the
official name for this is cold bridges).
Concrete is a dense material that needs a
lot of heat over a long period to reach
temperatures that make the room comfortable. It doesn't react well to short
periods of intermittent
heat. If there
was insulation on the surface it would
react differently, but, except in a few
flats, there isn't, so it doesn't. So what

cut down, borrow, use
time to pay. In this
society we can't afford
Some tenants
haven't
satisfy the Electricity
meant ...

savings, beg for
rich industrial
to keep warm.
managed to
Boards so it's

CUT OFFS
No official freely releases figures on cut
offs. It would cause a scandal. In the
mid 70s Nottingham Social Services
found 1 in 20 families cut off and
according to a Hull journalist Social Services claimed 1 in 5 were cut off in
1981. Whatever the figures, one family
is one family too many. And to rub it
in, if you have a family, Social Services
would often appear with primus stoves
when all you really wanted was the
money for the bill. Mind you if you
were single and not a pensioner they
would leave you to rot.
Often people dip into the rent money to
pay fuel bills, (although Housing Benefit
has now withdrawn this lifeline for
many). That's the only way since the
Electricity Boards are usually faster to
cut off than the Housing Department is
to evict but doing this can lead to ...

NO TRANSFERS

DAMPNESS
That's number one. Nottingham Council
found 83% of the flats had daRlp. This
is either water penetration or condensation or both.
The water can come in through the
roofs, through balconies or walkways,
through internal drains that run inside
the building, through ill-fitting doors or
panel joints. It can seep in or pour in.
It can flood your flat out or gently rot
your wallpaper. It can ruin your carpets
and furniture,
make your electrics
dangerous and cause hours of headaches
and clearing up. Many tenants have had
to dump hundreds of pounds of furniture.
Condensation
is different, it usually
takes the form of black mould, often on
ceilings or in the corners of rooms.
These patches ruin the paintwork or
wallpaper and the look of any room;
they also give off unhealthy spores into
the air. Condensation can make all your

we've always lacked is a lot of insulation
applied at the right places. Without it
(and correct heating and ventilation)
we've suffered from condensation and

HIGH BILLS
With poor insulation, concrete and all
electric systems we've faced bills way
above average. York University did a
study in 1975 just as electricity prices
were beginning to move ahead of the
Retail Price Index. Then they found
that Hunslet Grange had "the highest
fuel costs of all council estates in
Leeds" and in mid-winter 30% of
tenants had their system switched off.
Their conclusion was that YDG tenants
get: "exceedingly poor value for money
from their central heating". You can say
that again. In 1982 some tenants were
facing winter bills of £300, £400 or
even £500. Many families and individuals have been desperate to reduce bills
or find the cash to pay. We've had to

YDG flats aren't cheap. Their rateable
value is based on the fact that they are
quite new and spacious and often
Councils link rent levels to rateable
values, although some Councils have
made allowances for the state of YDG
flats in recent years. Add on the hundreds spent on replacing damaged belongings and decorations with no compensation from the Council. Add the
extortionate fuel bills to the rent and
they are some of the most expensive
places to live in the 4 cities. Add to this
the fact that many tenants have to survive on state benefits (50% in Nottingham in 1981) and it's easy to start
sinking beneath a sea of debts. The
penalty for what they call failure is to
be faced with eviction or the promise
that you will never get a transfer until
your rent book is clear. Doing a moonlight is the only answer for some
tenants.
It's Catch 22 because you could clear
your debts quicker if you were out
but you can't get out until ... It's these
kind of financial problems that help
cause ...

HEALTH PROBLEMS
If our health system set about preventing ill health instead of trying to cure
problems when they come up, then
YDG flats would have been demolished
a year after they were built. Dr Lata
from Balloon Wood summed it up:
"Almost all chest illnessesare caused by
dampness" she said and when you look

at the combined problems of damp,
cold and heating bills she says "people
can't cope with these conditions and
come to the Health Centre suffering
from depression."

That's a doctor going on record backing
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up what we know, namely that there are
2 main sorts of health problems in the
flats. Firstly the cold and damp causes
all kinds of chest complaints, bronchitis,
coughs and so on and the mould spores
are now known to affect 10% of the
population adversely. Young babies,
children and older tenants are most at
risk with pensioners running the risk of
hypothermia. A study of baby deaths in
Nottingham found that YDG flats had
an alarming level of infant mortality; 5
babies less than one year old died during
the 2 year study.
Secondly damp problems, heating problems, bill problems and the general
atmosphere in the flats cause states of
anxiety, depression and other psychiatric problems. Again Balloon Wood was
noted by the psychiatric hospital to
have a high rate of referrals and attempted suicides. The estates are just not
very friendly places to live due to their
design and ...

ALIEN ATMOSPHERE
They were designed to replace the old
terraces and the Shepherds publicity
film plus the architectural drawings,
used to sell the scheme to councillors,
all show lots of people walking and
talking on doorsteps. This just doesn't
happen except on the odd occasion in
summer.
The walkways are long and deserted, the
lifts have often broken down and the
stair cases are often dark and smell.
When you walk around on the walkways
you are away from cars and other
people and you can't help feeling this is
the wonderland of muggers and rapists.
Although some doors are painted and
Sheffield has made some efforts, the
overwhelming impression is of dark
concrete and grey drab tones, a depressing and menacing atmosphere.

When the estJtes were built they
thought we only needed a flat. So it's
been an uphill struggle to get play
equipment,
to get meeting places,
tenants room, a shop in Nottingham,
telephone boxes and bus services. Most
estates never got drying facilities or a
launderette.
Sheffield was the only city that showed
the least bit of imagination with their
landscaping. They gave ground floor
flats gardens, planted lots of trees, used
cobbles and different colour stones to
provide variety and colour. The other 3
cities with all their highly paid officers
couldn't plan anything more exciting
than a grassed mound and a few solitary bushes and trees.
Many of the blocks are arranged in a
courtyard system and often noise seems
to reverberate and echo round the
courts which makes for a noisy life in
flats overlooking
the courts. You
would have thought that the concrete
construction would have deadened the
noise but we've found there is very poor
sound insulation. You can hear people
walking over your room on the walkways and if anybody tries drilling a hole
for a picture hook then the whole block
knows about it.

OFFICIAL NEGLECT
As if these problems aren't enough,
we've been neglected and abused by
officials and councillors over the years.
Like the Tory Housing Chairman who
said about baby deaths in the flats:

rom the 1981 Balloon Wood Survey
"It's got mould growth you could eat"
"Rain comes in through the wall in the child's bedroom. We had tc
place a baby bath under th~ leak - it filled in 1 hour."
"It's really expensive if we weren't 4 adults we could not afford td
use it ... "
"I suffer from thrombosis and must have heat. The doctor is worriec
that I can't afford to heat the flat properly."

5

"It's nothing to do with us, it's not our
problem." 'Like the Labour Housing
Chairwoman who said: "I think you
need a year in the flats before you
learn how to live in them properly".
Like the health inspector who saw a
large damp mouldy patch in a bedroom
and told the tenant: "Get a duster and
wipe it off". Like the Nottingham
Housing Department who said the flats
were completely structurally safe only
weeks after concrete lumps had fallen
off and then 4 years later admit there
are many hazardous conditions.
Councillors, consultants and officers
have been consistent in one thing failing to solve YDG problems until we
organised effectively. And a lot of the
time they even got away with ...

BLAMING US
"Open your windows and turn up the
heat" has been the cry of officials in
response to our condensation problems.
They say the same to thousands of
other tenants throughout the country.
All that does is lose your precious heat,
create severe cold, treble your bills and
it can even make condensation worse.
It's their way of trying to make us pay
for their mistakes. Never. They must
pay.
Many tenants have tried all kinds of do
it yourself remedies: putting up insulation, draughtproofing, special paint and
so on but with no real success. These
attempts have come about partly in
response to officials blaming us or in
frustration that nothing ever gets done.
They'll say anything: they'll blame it on
the fact that you've got a foam backed
carpet or try and say someone has left
the bath running. One YEB spokesman
said the big bills were due to "housewives standing on the doorstep talking".
Until the last 18 months no-one
admitted the flats had serious faults but
now suddenly half of them are only fit
for demolition. And if being blamed on
the estate is not enough you also get
some funny reactions from people in
the rest of the city ...

THAT LOT
The more the problems of YDG flats
got known and the more officials and
councillors blamed us, the more we
found other people in town were likely
to look at you twice: "You live there do
you?", As if to say "You're that kind of
person".

"Dampness affects all of us. My wife has a doctor's note stating tha
dampness and depression are causing her ill health and recommending
a move."

Many tenants may have a lot of problems but that doesn't
make them
'problem families'. Yet that's the way
many people see us just because we live
on the estate. Some firms have gone
further and refused cr"dit or to hire
television to everybody on the estate
just because it's got a bad name and
there have been some debtors on the
estate.

"It gets on your nerves and makes you depressed, especially paying for
something you're not getting."

Well that's most of our problems. Faced
with that lot all you can do is organise
- organise to win. So this is what we

"I have had no heating for 10 months or so, I've not got enough mone)
to meet the bills."
"My child nearly died from a throat infection. The doctor said it wm
due to sleeping in a damp bedroom."

rlirl
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FOUR VERY DIFFERENT
CITIES
Although our problems are very similar,
the way we organised and what we
achieved is very different in certain
ways. Before we look at the campaigns
in detail, it's important to look at the
4 different cities and tenants groups.

POLITICS
The political make up of any city will
determine to a large extent what kind of
campaign is needed. It's difficult to
summarise but we'd say:
• Hull has had a stone age Council with
right wing Labour leadership for far too
long. Its politicians and officers are so
arrogant they don't seem to believe they
can learn anything from elsewhere.
Local councillors feel very threatened
by and are very aggressive towards
tenants groups .
• Nottingham has switched between
Tory and Labour control throughout
this period. It generally has more progressive officers, although its Technical
Services Department has an abysmal
record. The leadership has generally
been right wing, although less so than
Hull, and often arrogant and stubborn.
However when faced with concerted
organisation
their
minds
can be
changed .
• Leeds Council has also been Tory
and Labour during this period. The
Labour Group has moved slowly leftwards and at the time of the decision to
demolish could be described as Centre.
The officers have generally been defensive and secretive throughout this period
especially since they have a lot of mistakes to hide, in particular the very
secret out of court settlement with
Shepherds. Having 2 local councillors
who took a real interest in the flats
from 1980 was very helpful.
~
• Sheffield sees itself as one of the
most progressive and socialist Councils
in the country and in many ways, after
the change in leadership in 1979, this is
true. Councillors are prepared to take
action on tenants demands but officers,
whilst often co-operative, have failed
consistently in coming up wifh real
solutions to Broomhall flats. However
sympathetic councillors do not solve all
problems nor rule out the need for
tenants organisations.

TENANTS ASSOCIATIONS
SO at the beginning of the 80s tenants
faced 4 different Councils and were
themselves in 4 very different organisations.
Hull had no organisation until the other
tenants associations helped start one.

Although there was a tenants association on one estate which organised a lot
of bingo. Apart from a few petitions
handed in there is no record of collective action.

Leeds had a tenants group or community association actively taking up issues
from phone boxes to buses almost since
the flats were built. However apart from
the campaign in 1976 (already mentioned) the heating and dampness
problems were not taken up as part of
an organised campaign until 1980.
Nottingham
has had many different
groups throughout its history, taking up
everything from shopping to dogs, from
electricity bills to youth facilities. It's
always been a transit estate with few
people staying for many years and in
the past few years 1 in 6 flats were given
to students. It too had the major campaign in the mid 70s (already mentioned)

and the history of this period was well
remembered on the estate and the
records kept. So tenants organ isations
after that time felt that any attempt to
deal with dampness and heating must be
well organised and planned to succeed.
It was not until 1980 that a group was
prepared to do just that.

Similarly in Sheffield there have been
various groups and in 1978 the Broomhall Community
Group produced a
report on the conditions. This led to a
YEB report and then to an insulation
programme. The estate has a higher proportion of pensioners and less turnover
than the other cities. The Broomhall
Tenants Group was formed in 1981 and
kept raising dampness and heating
issues. In that year the pace quickened
and the issues broadened once the
Yorkshire Development Tenants Action
Group was formed. That's a very brief
background, now to what we really did.
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BUILDING AN
ORGANISATION
This section is the longest and we believe the most important. Without thinking about the kind of organisation
you want, how work is shared, how you involve tenants and keep them involved, how you deal with internal
arguments, you can suddenly find yourself with no organisation. Or with a little arrogant, power loving clique.
Or, as happened in the past on YDG estates and across the country, with a small group of people who are
bitter, divided, exhausted and demoralised.
One Nottingham member sums up the importance: "1 think you should sometimes
time looking at your organisation and the exact way it works."

spend at least half your

Experience of community action is often hard to come by. If you join the Labour Party or a Union, they have
ready made procedures and structures, (although their members face very similar problems to TA members in
trying to work within the organisation). Tenants groups don't have these structures and this is both a strength
and a weakness. A strength because you can build the kind of strong local democratic structures that you want.
A weakness because there are few ready made models and it takes time and energy to begin to agree on systems
that work for everybody.
We have all grown in understanding and
political awareness through that process.
So before we look at our ideas in detail,
here's a few details on how our present
organisations came about.

HISTORY OF GROUPS
In Sheffield the Broomhall Community
Group used to cover a larger area than
the flats. After they produced their
report the local community worker held
several public meetings and a few tenants took up heating and dampness
issues. After a few months they formed
the Broomhall Flats Action Group
which was a small organisation, not
elected and working very informally.
However after 2 years it was decided
that a fully elected TAwas needed so as
to be more organised and more accountable to tenants. In 1981 the Broomhall
TA was formed.
Since 1971 Hunslet Grange has had a
Community Association on the estate
taking up a wide range of issues. In
1975 a Heating Action Group was
formed specifically to deal with damp,
heat and the structure. In HP8 the
Hunslet Grange Tenants Association was
formed which tackled many issues but
concentrated on damp, heat and structure.
Nottingham has had the most varied
history of different groups and names.
It's had TAs, Tenants Action Groups,
TOAD and Balloon Wood Management
Committee; groups have formed and
reformed throughout an 11 year period.
It was taken over by National Front
activists at one time. Our pamphlet
covers a period which saw Balloon
Woods TA agree to set up a special
dampness
group
TOAD,
(Tenants
Organisation
Against
Damp).
This
group voted itself separate and then
joined again with the T A.
Hull has only had one group which
came about following a visit by 3
tenants to a YDTAG meeting. They

then started a TA called Tenants Revolt
Against
Sub-standard
Housing
(TRASH). This short history gives some
idea how groups have changed their
form throughout our history and these
experiences
have taught
us many
lessons.

dampness and people who are interested
can just get involved in tilis group. If
dampness is on a TA agenda you can
spend 3 hours talking about discos or
other matters and 5 minutes on damp.
Yet you need the time to organise and
campaign".

WHAT KIND OF GROUP?

Everybody accepted this argument at
the time but rows blew up about: how
much was reported back, whether the
TA needed to agree press statements or
other action, how independent
the
group was, where the money came
from. Power struggles developed as the
T A wanted to keep control but TOAD
felt restricted by the TA. These need
not have happened but if special group
is set up, its powers need sorting out at
the start and it must be able to act
quickly if it is to succeed and keep its
membership.

Three of us are now T As and would
support this form because:
1. Community
Associations
usually
have charitable status and their standard
constitution limits campaigning.
2. Starting just a Heating Action Group
or some title Iike this will lead tenants
to expect just this activity from you and
hinder your ability to take up other
:issues.
.3.. The title "Tenants Association" is
well known and implies a democratic
structure and some form of membership.
However you may not want to take on
other problems at the start and just
want to tackle damp, so a TA may be
wrong for you at the start. Hull for
instance, deliberately chose the title
TRASH to anger the Council, they felt
the Council could deal with a Tenants
Association, but not with TRASH. If
you are a TA though, should the TA
take on dampness and heating issues or
set up a sub group like TOAD in
Nottingham?
TOAD was set up precisely because: "It
means
you
can
concentrate
on

Sheffield felt a sub-group would be a
good idea if there were enough members
but
thought
that
a co-ordinated
approach to all problems - damp, heat;
structure - might be lost in a smaller
group. They and the other 2 cities
organised
their
campaign
entirely
through the TA.

SHARING OUT THE WORK
Crucial to the success of your group is
how you divide and share your work,
how you involve men and women on an
equal basis, how you re-act to members
who create problems and how you
involve and keep new members. We now
list 13 key elements to building a strong
and democratic organisation.

1. UNWRITTEN

RULES

You can run what looks like a successful
campaign (ie it achieves its aims) with
just a few people. Often TAs rely on
one or two people who have little
interest in adding new members or
building the TA on the estate. However
at the end of the day this type of organ
organisation:
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• will have disappointed and alienated
many tenants who might have wanted
to join
• will probably have avoided, or not
tackled successfully, any issue that
needs wider support and organisation
.will
not have contributed to building a strong tenants movement by failing to involve a number of people in
organising for action
.will
usually contain people who push
their views rather than those of the
estate and who complain of overwork
.will
usually be based round a man or
men who see themselves as the natural
leaders and superior to women
• probably rely on autocracy
and
individualism
rather than collective
work and co-operation
Some of these problems do occur in
other TAs but we list them because they
explain why we think work should be
shared and power evenly distributed
throughout the group. Some of us have
had some very bitter experience and
from this, sometimes without realising
it, we have built certain rules into our
groups:
1. Every member is equal and has something to contribute.
2. Women
must take
part on a
completely equal basis.
3. Efforts must be made to share all
work.
4. New members must be welcomed
and involved carefully.
5. Everyone is accountable to the group
and all decisions as far. as possible must
be taken collectively within the group.
6. Efforts must be made to increase the
understanding and skills of all members.
7. The group must always be aware of
becoming a clique and of being accountable to the wider membership on the
estate.
8. A group that gets on socially is far
more likely to be succesful in its
campaign.
We. now look at these ideas in more
detail.

2. SHARING
Sharing is crucial. All activities should
be shared. Perhaps only one or two
people have dealt with the press or
prepared a press release, now one or two
other members should always do it with
them so they can learn. Or if you're
going to an important meeting, don't
necessarily take your 5 best speakers
but make sure others who have not had
the experience go as well.
Full sharing also avoids the deadliest
trap of all, one or two individuals
becoming all powerful. Within a group,
whoever has the most knowledge and
information
can easily become the
most powerful individual. Whoever sees
the most people, reads the most pieces
of paper, makes the most phone calls,
goes to the most meetings, is bound to
acquire the most information and unless
that person passes on all that information the rest of the group is at a disadvantage.
"One man had been doing too much,"
said one Nottingham member, "we all
had bits, but he had the pattern. It
happens regularly. He became a real
threat, for instance, he would write
letters without consulting anyone. And
if other people, like councillors, saw
that he dirj most of the work, they
didn't think that anybody else existed
or had any viability within the group.
The more you fed him the worse he got;
he should
have been starved of
information" .

3.0FFICERS?
When starting up a group someone
usually suggests a traditional structure
of a committee. Chairperson, vice-chairperson, treasurer, secretary. Is this really
necessary? Certainly we need letters to
go to some address, we need some
people to attend meetings with outside
organisations, we need some method of
running group meetings, we need some
people to look after the money. But do
we need these officers?

There are 3 real dangers of officers .
Firstly, people sit back and expect
officers to do most of the work.
Secondly, officers often expect to do a
lot of the work and start becoming very
powerful, and thirdly we all have
different ideas in our minds anyway
about what exactly officers should and
shouldn't do. Having officers can often
make some individuals seem more
important than others, it partly undermines the idea of a group of people
working together on an equal basis i.e.
collectively.
One Nottingham member remembers a
chairman who was a "demigod", who
"told other group members to do
specific things. Or else he said that he
and another member would do it. He
said only the chairman and vice chairman
should
attend
important
meetings". This kind of behaviour can
wreck a group. In Nottingham's case it
almost did. Later we see what action
they took.
There are all kinds of reasons why
people want to be an officer but one of
the main ones as Hull pointed out was:
"nobody wants to be dogsbodies. In
fact at the start everybody wanted a
title. For instance, to be 'organiser' or
'assistant organiser'.
Officers can work alright if their power
is limited and they see themselves as
fully accountable to the group. However
as Leeds pointed out: "It's vital that
people do share, so they feel wanted
and useful. Putting roles to names is
worrying. Especially since people think
they will get left with it for a long time.
It's better to share out work at the end
ofthe meeting."
All this advice leaves us with 2 possible
options:
1. Having traditional
officers
but
making sure the group defines what
they do and that their power is limited.
Also that they are fully accountable to
the group and that other group
members have plenty to do.
2. Looking hard at all the tasks
that need doing and perhaps saying we
will have a rotating chairperson, 2
people to do Treasurership, one person
as contact address but everybody shares
other secretarial tasks. All other work is
either shared out at the end of meetings
or specific people take on certain areas,
jointly.

4. SHAR ING AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
Sharing is closely connected with
accountabi lity to the group itself. For
instance as Nottingham remarked "If
letters went to a certain person, that
person thought they belonged to them".
So all information must be passed to the
group and nobody can be allowed to
hoard it. It's relatively easy to avoid this
by simple rules:
1. All correspondence must be read out
or passed round the group.
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2. Members must report back in full
what happened at any meeting and not
just say "It wasn't very interesting", or,
"they've just agreed to 2 points".
3. All phone calls out, or in, should be
reported.
4. Any other event eg jumble sale,
membership drive should be reported
on.
5. All contact names should be reported
on and preferably minuted.
6. Minutes, or notes of all key decisions
and points shou Id be kept so absent and
new members can catch up.
These 6 points should help keep all
members informed. At the same time all
correspondence,
minutes, copies of
reports etc should be stored, in some
kind of order, where all members can
look at them easily. As Nottingham
pointed out: "He used to throw everything in a heap in the corner of his flat
and always be promising to dig out
some important letter or take them
round the TA office .and file them. He
never did. It held us back months."
Members of '\ group are accountable in
2 ways. Firstly to the estate as a whole
(see later) .and secondly to the group.
This needs discussing early on in any
group and you need to define as far as
possible what a member can or can't
do. Hull, for instance, had a number of
problems with members abusing thei r
position on the group. "One member
went to the Housing Department teliing
them everything that was going on in
the group. We voted him out, but we
should have had some kind of procedure
for doing it democratically.
Other
members went to the Housing Department and said I'm a member of TRASH,
I should be rehoused".
Individuals can do all kinds of things
that damage the group, whether it's
telling the press the wrong things, going
against previous decisions at important
meetings, spreading rumours round the
estate and so on. Later we look at how
to deal with this, but our experience is
that it is essential to:
.define
what you mean by collective
responsibility
'""'
• if people represent you in public,
give them clear guidelines on what the
group wants or feels
• vote if necessary to keep any items
confidential at any meeting
• make sure people report back from
everything
.make
it clear that failure to accept a
majority vote and be accou ntable to the
group means being voted off the group
but setting up some fair method so you
cannot just vote people off when you
feel in the mood.

5. WOMEN
"He used to dominate, bully, threaten,
be aggressive and lazy" said Nottingham
of one chairman. That describes quite a
few males. And the dominance of this
particular male caused a number of
women to leave the group.

So if you are trying to build a successful organisation you must not only
take into account the know-all, interrupting, non-listening male behaviour
but also take into account how women
can contribute on an equal basis.
By carrying out the ideas about sharing,
limiting officers powers etc., that we
have already discussed it will be difficult for a male to operate in this kind
of way. However it's also necessary to
challenge assumptions
that women
should do certain tasks in the group,
i.e. make tea, sweep the office, type
letters, do minutes and so on. Very
often it will be men who propose that
women do this work. At the same time
women may suggest that the group be
chaired by a man.
However women cannot equally share
tasks if they do not have an equal
opportunity to carry them out. All too
often women will be put off participating in a group because of problems
with childcare or problems with husbands and boy friends.
Practical arrangements
must be discussed like changing the times of
meeting, other members offering to
babysit, finding money for creches and
babysitters, getting toys in the meeting
room, allowing children to be present
and so on.
Men can often feel very threatened and
aggressive when women start getting
active politically.
In one city, for
instance, other men were accused of
knocking off their wives, 2 women were
forced to stop attending and one got
assaulted for going to meetings. There is
no easy solution to men's violence but if
women are to stay involved when faced
with these problems then they need
early and sensitive support from other
women. At the same time other men
within the group must also take a responsibility in challenging the behaviour
of men who challenge women's oppor-

tUnitles to organise and take a full part
in the organisation's activities.

6. MONEY
Failure to control your money can
rapidly cause damaging rumours on the
estate and help break the group up. In
Hull this almost happened, money was
spent without committee approval, TA
money was "borrowed", raffle money
was not handed in. The TA sorted this
out but it had done much damage to
their reputation - and bank balance.
Similarly in Nottingham one person
with access to the cheque book forged
another signature and most of the
funds went missing.
With hindsight none of this should have
happened. As Hull said: "You need to
control your money right from the
start and take steps like: accounts to
every meeting; frequent statements;
3 out of 4 people to sign each cheque;
2 people sharing Treasurership; perfect
record of all raffle tickets distributed
and so on."
When cash is short it's very tempting to
dip in; for your TA's sake make sure
this can never happen by strict rules and
keeping the committee informed regularly. Avoid having petty cash, why not
use cheques and only draw out cash
when it's needed for a specific item? If
anything
looks slightly wrong act
immediately and don't let it ride.

7. FINDING NEW MEMBERS
It's important to always be looking for
new members to keep your organisation
active. Too often the search for new
members is left until the group is run
down and exhausted. Take steps every
so often to create new members by:
•

public meetings

.visiting
or using contacts in established groups on the estate, e.g. playgroups, lunch clubs, social clubs
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these should be explained to any new
member so the meeting makes sense.
5. Through sharing activities that person's contribution will increase, they
should have a chance to change what
they are doing and not be left doing the
same task for months.
6. They should be involved in the social
side of the group e.g. going to the pub.
7. Any difficulties
about attending
meetings e.g. shifts, children should be
sorted out as far as possible.
We COUldwrite a lot more but all the
points would cover the same basic
ground. Never expect any new member
to fit into your set routines and fit
round you, instead support and encourage them actively. Today they're a new
member, tomorrow
they could be
taking a major part in your campaign.

9. TWICE AS MUCH WORK
Yet "it's twice as much work to explain
things to new people, than do it yourself. This is a very dangerous trap," said
Leeds.
We all feel this is true but unless you
spend that extra time new members will
either leave or learn none of the skills
and politics that will help build your
organisation.
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• organising social events where helpers
may then become interested in TA activities
.visiting
.surveys,

new members to the~state
petitions etc.

Very often we have had to struggle
against the fact that tenants know it's a
transit camp. "People said we're not
getting involved because we're not
staying here long" said Nottingham
"but if you're doing a surveyor you
just stort tolking we found that people
would do things even if only for a short
time." Nottingham also pointed out the
danger sign of a too contented group.
"You've got to want to get new members. Sometimes it's very easy to have a
group of a few people - it's very cosy."

8. KEEPING NEW MEMBERS
"You want to attract new members,
but then you've got to keep them. They
can come a couple of times, but you go
too fast. They're out of their depth,"
said Nottingham. "We've lost people by

pushing too much on them or not giving
them enough," said Leeds.
How you get the right balance is very
difficult. Nottingham lost some members because they didn't think enough
was happening, even though the group
had deliberately planned not to rush into
too much. Those members should have
been found more to do. On the other
hand one person's advice was "it's like
being in a group hiking, you go the pace
of the slowest person. "
Our experience is that:
1. Any new member must be looked
after and supported.
2. Someone should take time to explain
the history of the group, how it operates, and to discuss what the person is
interested in.
3. They should be given enough work to
do within their capabilities, and together with other members, to keep
their interest and enthusiasm.
4. At meetings any group uses a lot of
jargon or talks about mysterious names,

Collective work may take longer but it's
more enjoyable; we get to know new
members and to share our work with
them. Forces like our education system,
Tory politics and bosses all try and
make us act as an individual. They try
and make us think we have individual
problems which need individual solutions, rather than collective problems
needing collective solutions.
Trades
unions and the Labour Party talk of
solidarity and collective action but the
way they run their organisations can
often be criticised. The way you achieve
your goal is just as important as the
goal itself .

10. HOLDING MEETINGS
How you conduct your meetings also
has an effect on new members as well
as the effectiveness of the organisation.
Call for any new member or visit anybody who's missed a meeting and you
don't know why. Often people are
unhappy about something that's gone
off and may be thinking of leaving, but
with a visit and the chance to sort this
grievance out they can change their
minds.
Who calls a meeting should be agreed by
the group. Leeds, for instance, during
one period, met in each other's flats and
only held meetings when someone
suggested one. This tends to give power
to an elite who know what's going on
and those confident enough to propose
a meeting. Your organisation needs
regular meetings (Nottingham held them
weekly during a crucial 5 month period)
and everybody should know when they
are and how to get a special one called.
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11. WHOSE AGENDA?
Very often a secretary will produce an
agenda as if it was Moses' tablets or a
chairperson will announce that "tonight we will discuss ... " This process
excludes everyone else from contributing and bringing up their concerns. It is
very easy just to ask everyone what they
want on the agenda and make a list right
at the start of the meeting.
One of the main jobs of the chairperson
is to get the group through the agenda,
with everyone being encouraged to
speak, not allowing a few people to
dominate, making sure all the items are
understood and discussed to everyone's
satisfaction.
A lot of frustration is caused by staying
too long on one item. This then can lead
to other items being rushed. If they are
rushed it will be the most knowledgeable members who will be likely to
dominate and other members can be
left silent, confused and wondering
why they have come.
This balance between full discussion and
getting on with everything is difficult.
Often it's felt you have to deal with
everything on that day, but calling
another meeting to deal with a few key
issues can help.

12. OPEN OR SHUT
DISCUSSION?
We've experiencfid big problems with
confidentiality.
What the group is
planning, doing and saying has been
reported to the Councilor around the
estate and this has caused problems.
There is usually very little reason to
keep anything secret, in fact, the more
you interest other tenants in what you
are doing the better. However there will
be items, e.g. somebody's personal case
or planning of some action which relies
on surprise, that you want totally confidential.
It's important to have a clear system for
this. Either voting, now and then, to
keep someth ing secret or having a
discussion and making it clear what
members ought to do e.g. not say
anything to the Council about any of
your internal discussions, not to run
down what other group members have
said or done on the estate.
Finally it's essential to keep some
record, or minutes, of your meeting.
This can be very brief but they serve
3 purposes:
1. To remind you at the next meeting
what should have been done.
2. To settle any arguments
about
exactly what was decided some time
ago.
3. So new members can pick up on past
history quickly.

SHEPHERDS SHOULD STICK
TO LOOKING AFTER SHEEP.
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13. RIPPLES OR WRECKERS
Any group will find some people taking
action which upsets, frustrates or angers
others. Often this may be minor and it
may best be dealt with out of the group
meetings i.e. by someone pointing out
what's happening.
Otherwise it will need discussing within
the group. This is very difficult and can
create further aggravation and distrust.
The person concerned will feel under
threat especially within a group and is
likely to want to justify himself or herself. Our society gives us little opportunity to work in a group or part of a
team. So trying to bring up "constructive criticism" when you're talking about
someone else's behaviour is very difficult and is often expressed aggressively.
Leeds felt: "It's important for the group
to be used to discussing mistakes in
handling things, so constructive criticism is normal rather than unusual".
Then people would feel less under a
personal
attack
if their behaviour
needed to be discussed in the group.
The alternative seems easy yet is likely
to do the most damage - that's leaving
it altogether. If problems, like where the
missing disco money went, why did
someone go off and do 2 press appearances on their own, are not settled,
members will feel unhappy and more
likely to leave. There comes a point
where the whole campaign is likely to
fall apart just due to a few individuals.

Remember ••
~P a coPy of every letter, preSS
release sent.
Mea wrlttennote of every import.;
;ant date, contact, phone ~ll, fact or
event.
Follow up every'letter or response.to
your actions quickly. A day'.~delay is
a day l()st.
ChtXlkwhat wott' has or hasrt't been
done at.every meeting.
Oriunse a pbone number Of address
wbere your. organisation can be got
bold of quickly.
'Never let anyone walk off 'With the
o'tllycopy of important documents. . ..
Keep an your ..jnfonnation, org~se(f
and accessible to an group mem'6eJ:S.

constantly undermined and prevented
from getting new members by this kind
of behaviour. "We kept thinking of a
vote of no confidence but he'd get wind
of it and not turn up to the meeting"
said one member. One way they settled
on was:
• to discuss the situation outside the
group with members who want to
change the situation.
.to
go to a meeting and ~upport each
other and define (or redefine) how
knowledge and power should be shared.
If the people concerned are not willing
to go along with this, to propose a vote
of no confidence.
This is fine if you are in the majority, if
you are not, all you can usually do is
wait your time and recruit new
members who will be sympathetic to
your views. Hull found they were in the
minority when they were having arguments about how much social activities
the group should do. However since
their public meeting had given them a
mandate to tackle dampness issues they
felt "we could tell them to split'~
Another possible solution from Nottingham was to "give them a diversionary or
difficult task to do". This could work
for some people but for the power
crazy, group wrecker you need to take
strong action, together, early on.
Another possible answer, to form a new
group, is rarely a real answer at all.
Unless the present group is dead from
the neck up or clearly acting against the
interests of tenants, then this tactic
plays into the hands of the Council and
the outside world. There is nothing they
would like to see more than 2 organisations fighting for power on one estate.
They don't have to divide and rule, you
have done it for them.

CONCLUSION
14. DIVIDE AND RULE
Nottingham has had the worst experiences. They have had a few individuals
who've: "acted like demigods" ...
"a
whited sepulchre" . . . "past master at
divide and rule" . . . "in it for the
glory" . . . "always getting the limelight" ...
"in it totally for their own
good".
Their

campaigns

have been held up,

Looking after your active members and
building your organisation is so important it can't be left to luck. Openly discussing the way you want your organisation to work, the way you will share
work, take decisions, involve men and
women on an equal basis, attract and
keep new members, is crucial to building a strong and democratic tenants
movement. Time and energy spent on
this will greatly assist the eventual
success of your campaign.
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INVOLVING THE ESTATE
Having a well organised group is not enough. The whole estate must be
involved:
.to show they support your TA,
.to provide new active members,
.to take part in massaction where necessary,
• to make the T A representative.
To ignore the estate is to· set yourself up asan elite pressuregroup and
if your power is challenged it will crumble easily. So informing and
involving the whole estate must be a constant activity. The 4 cities
usedthe following ways.
1. LEAFLETS AND POSTERS

6. SOCIALS

"Leaflets keep people informed but
they don't
generate
much interest
usually. Often they are chucked away.
But it's certainly worth doing" said
Leeds, "even if it gives you a come back
at any time if people say you're not
doing enough." "You get so many
things through your door; leaflets are
useful but only have a limited use" said
Nottingham. All groups except Hull,
who intended to, regularly used leaflets,
whether to advertise meetings, report
on progress or discuss issues.

Despite the problems of concentrating
too much on socials which we discuss
later on, social events have proved very
successful for some areas. Leeds, for
instance, have held summer fairs, bonfires, jumble sales, discos, ceilidhs,
dances and raffles in the local supermarket. (Well, just the raffles in there!)
"Apart from being a way of raising
money, these mean you get to know
people, the group gets known and you
can get people to come to other things"
said Leeds.

Posters can be almost as effective, and
yet are far less trouble to produce and
distribute,
as leaflets. For instance
Sheffield put up 8 posters round the
estate explaining progress on the heating
allowance.

2. DOORKNOCKING
"Leaflets followed by door knocking is
about the only thing that gets people
involved" said Nottingham. All groups
used.to go doorknocking but recognised
this consumed a lot of time. However
there is no substitute for direct personal
contact and doorknocking is the most
successful in getting the group known,
the issues known, finding new support
and seeing how people are feeling and
reacting to your campaign.

3. PETITIONS AND SURVEYS
We look at surveys in detail later but all
groups used petitions and surveys and
agreed that, like doorknocking,
"you
get to know the feeling of people".
Leeds did 4 petitions
and whilst
recognising that handing them in, plus
the pu bl icity, had some effect, they
concluded: "Petitions are more effective in involving the estate than when
presented" .

4. PUBLIC MEETINGS
Crucial, we look in more detail later.

5. NEWSLETTERS
Off and Hot Air were regularly
produced by Balloon Wood, and Leeds
produced Newsleek once a month at
one time. "It took a lot of time" said
Leeds and they found they are considerably more expensive than a leaflet.
However they will get the T A and
issues known as effectively as a leaflet.
Lift

7. TA FLAT
Having a permanent office and rooms
on the estate
helps considerably.
Nottingham
and later Leeds both
obtained
a flat from the Housing
Department.
You have a permanent
base on the estate. Sheffield now
hold weekly surgeries. Whether you
have a flat or not it's important to
display the names and addresses of
group members in different places.
From this flat you can do welfare
rights or advice and information on all
T A issues. "Welfare rights and campaigns go well together," said Nottingham, "we got to know a lot of damp
flats got people interested in jobs and
it made us well known. "There are qu ite
a lot of difficulties to make this effective but one key lesson is not to let
individual advice work swamp taking
collective action.
On all the estates there were enough
individual problems to tie up any TA
for ever. The TA's aim must be to show
how
the
problems
are
basically
collective problems and need tackling
collectively.

8. PUBLICITY
Creating publicity outside the estate
also acts as a major source of information for tenants, but don't rely on
everyone hearing or reading it.

9. OTHER MEANS
With imagination you can soon get the
whole estate to know about something.
For instance in Leeds a firm pulled out
of a local shop on the Friday. "Over the
weekend we organised a petition, we
used a loudspeaker and someone dressed
up as a lady mayoress, we also held a
demonstration. By Monday the Council

promised they would get someone to
replace the shop."

10. ACTION WHICH INVOLVES
Choosing tactics which involve tenants
can widen support. "Getting people to
apply for the DHSS heating allowance,
asking people to bring in bills, and so on
all actively involved people in our
campaign" said Sheffield.

11. CHOOSING THE ISSUE
"A great deal depends on what you have
to offer, whether people will respond"
said Nottingham. "Bills ... people are
willing to organise about:' Dampness and
heating seem specific issues but there
are many sides to just these 2 problems.
So it's important to choose particu lar
issues or key times that tenants will
respond to, eg when all the winter bills
come
out or the
possibility
of
demolition.

12. SUCCESSCREATES
INTEREST
Lastly if the TA is seen to be active and
doing things this in itself will create
interest. "After the sit·in and the demos,
people were joining as they saw something was happening. Actions speak
louder than words", said Nottingham.
"People are more interested now that
something is happening," said Sheffield.
"Word soon gets round if you are
successful" said Hull. One common
tactic for new TAs is to choose a problem you think you can solve quickly.
Then go all out to sort it out and
advertise your success as a means of
drawing more people in.

13. ISOLATION SPELLS
DISASTER
What happens if you remain isolated
can be disastrous. "We got to the
position where we only held meetings
when we thought we needed to consu It other tenants. Th is gave rise to
people feel ing we were a cI ique"
said Leeds.
"So some tenants came to a meet·
ing and shouted at us to get out. You've
got to do a lot to get over the feeling
that the TA just exists, as if we're
beamed in from outer space".
"We learnt a lot from that meeting!
We were neglecting the social side and
not responding to what people wanted.
In fact we got some new mem bers out
of this potentially disastrous situation".
Nottingham had an experience where
the TA was failing to communicate on
the estate and the office was not open
when it was meant to be. At an angry
publ ic meeting tenants praised the
dampness
work but attacked
the
committee for not opening the TA flat
nor for letting people know why it
couldn't
be open. Many of the
committee were voted off.
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PLANNING A CAMPAIGN
PLANNING A CAMPAIGN
It sounds very easy to say: "Get together and get organised". Yet our experience is
that you must make time to discuss exactly HOW you are going to organise. You
must spend time deciding your aims, planning your tactics and always discussing
how effective your action has been and making changes in your plans where
necessary.

DECIDING ON PRIORITIES
Tf\'-""N~ Of

Deciding on priorities, the issues you
will organise around first, is the crucial
first step. These could be the priorities:
• you think are the easiest to achieve
• you think would win most support
and involvement on the estate
• which are the most important issues
to take up
For instance Sheffield's 2 priorities at
one time were to get the extra DHSS
heating allowance and to get insulation.
These were chosen: partly because heating costs were one of the biggest problems facing tenants; partly because the
YEB had recommended insulation and
they could build on that recommendation; partly because they were aware
that one campaign would benefit everyone on DHSS and the other would help
everyone who worked.

DECIDING ON DEMANDS
"What's the point in that?", you say,
"we know what we want, why waste
time discussing that in detail?"
Looking back there is a lot of point.
Your demands are what you want. You
need to build your campaign around
them so it's important to get them right.
You may find the Council crowing that
they've met most of your demands and
that you haven't really got anything at
all.
Sheffield's insulation is a good example.
The TA campaigned for insulation and
the Council did agree to insulate but:
• not to every flat (to begin with)
• not to every wall
• not to any thickness agreed by T A
• they did not get rid of penetrating
damp first
So instead of "we say the flats must be
insulated"
the demand might have
looked like this: "Every Broomhall flat
must be insulated so that overall insulation standard is at least doubled. All
concrete walls must be insulated and
before this is done there must be a
thorough investigation and eradication
of all water penetration".
We're beginning to sound like lawyers
but councillors and officers have had
years of experience sweating over the
wording of motions or reports, (just
look at the way that officers write
letters so they say nothing). So it's
worth thinking carefully about demands
to avoid the Sheffield experience having won the argument on getting
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insulation, the T A then had to go back
and argue about the number of flats and
the effect of water penetration.

OTHER KEY DECISIONS
Having decided
on priorities
and
demands, you also have to decide on:
1. What tactics you will use?
2. Who you are aiming your whole
campaign at (central government? Chairperson of Housing? leader of the
Council? Housing Committee? officers?
Electricity Board?)
3. How you are going to build
support inside and outside the estate?
4. What additional information you
will need?
5. Who is going to do what?
6. How are you going to discuss the
effectiveness of the campaign?
Before looking at some ideas from the
TAs outside Nottingham, we now look
at Balloon Wood since they spent a lot
of time deliberately planning their campaign.

NOTTINGHAM

PREPARES

"We were a new TA and were elected
before Christmas and we spent the first

month
rushing around setting new
things up and also getting the press involved in dampness stories. After a few
weeks we realised we could spend the
next 20 years doing this and still the
problems would be the same. A more
carefully
planned
campaign
was
needed."
"With the help of SCA T we spent about
8 hours just listing all the things that we
knew, or had evidence of, about the
structure, its problems and the heating
system. We also listed all the things that
we thought we needed to know. We
adopted a temporary aim of 'getting rid
of dampness completely and having dry
flats heated at a reasonable cost' until
we could discuss demands more thoroughly. "
"Our priority for the spring and summer
was set, we would gather as much information together as possible, partly so
we understood what was going on, partly so we knew what we should demand
should be done and partly to use to
attack the Council. There was no point
in launching a campaign in the spring.
Instead we would prepare our information, decide on our demands and start
building the group during the good
weather so we were ready to actively
campaign during winter. Given the past
history of Council doing nothing we
thought we had two stages to go
through. Firstly to get the Council to
admit that very major problems ex ist on
the estate and then secondly to get the
money and do the work."
As part of this information gathering
and building support they decided to do
a 10% survey of the estate. At the same
time they recognised that an alliance
with the other 3 cities would be invaluable both for information and supporting each other politically, so they
started work on this.

DELIBERATE AIMS
"SO we set ourselves some very deliberate aims. We had information to get, a
report mapped out, fortnightly meetings
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paigning and social activities were important.
We agreed to help and
encourage new members who wanted to
do social activities."
So if people want to do social activities,
sort this out straight away and don't let
it interfere with your campaign. Make
the aims of your group very clear. If
you've enough members split up into
connected groups. All this doesn't mean
you shouldn't enjoy yourself nor recognise that holding your own socials can
help build support on the estate.
2. Too many issues at once.

to see how things .were going, new
members to find and get involved. The
dampness group was to have its own
name TOA D and to be a sub-committee
of the TA. We also chose to start getting
a rates revaluation since we realised it
took a long time and also because we
needed to have something for people to
be involved in. We also needed to be
seen to be doing something, since the
information gathering and survey were
not likely to show results for some time.
We also started on getting a heating
allowance. "
"Since we could not seriously campaign
until winter we did a few things to
'warm up', like picketing the Rates
offices, taking up some individual cases,
continuing on a small scale to keep the
flats in the news."

EASY VICTORY
Suddenly, in September, the Technical
Services Department recommended that
Wimpeys should do an investigation of
the estate. "We knew that they knew a
bit about our preparations so they were
getting in first. n
"We immediately started trying to make
sure that investigation covered everything we wanted. The following month
we released our survey results and just
after Christmas our large report: 'What
the Experts Say'. This report, together
with all the publicity we had generated,
caused the Council leader to summon
his chief officers and order an immediate door to door survey of the estate
plus to look at suing Shepherds. We felt
great. We knew we had cracked it, providing we kept the pressure on and
monitored every move we were going to
secure 'permanent solutions' to Balloon
Wood problems. "
"We'd expected to have got involved in
more militant
action because we
thought we had a very tough nut to
crack, but, the sledgehammer we'd prepared never had to be used. All our
planning and discussion had paid off. "

OTHER CITIES
Whilst other cities did not plan in the
same way, taking very definite decisions
changed the whole success of the campaign. Leeds said: "The YDTAG gave us
a focus. It was after one of these meetings that we, as a group, decided to say
demolition was number one priority. We
wanted other things like heating allowances and rates reductions to make life
easier in the meantime, but what we
had to campaign for was demolition.
After that we made sure we had regular
committee meetings and it was not long
before we achieved our aim."

DANGERS
However there are many ways that T As
can get diverted from organising a concentrated campaign. Here are just a few
key dangers to watch for:
1. The TA has divided aims.
In particular one part of the committee
thinks more should be done on social
activities whilst the other part wants to
deal with dampness, heating etc.
This was a problem for Hull and Leeds.
In Hull "we were in the minority, the
others kept saying why don't we do
more on the social side, we kept saying
that's not why the group was formed. It
caused great splits, looking back we
should either have said: 'let's work out a
system so that both sides can do what
they want or get out and do your own
thing outside this group'."
In Leeds "we were half social and half
political, there was always a tension
which was bubbling away underneath.
Finally we discussed all these conflicts.
Some of us tried to explain why we
thought the 'political work' was important. It became clear straight away that it
was all the same people doing 'political
work' and the others never had a chance
to discuss it openly. They used to ask
'what are you going to Nottingham for?'
and we'd not made the time to explain.
So it was agreed that both the cam-

Even without social activities, you can
easily try to take on a dozen issues at
a time. "Agendas were getting longer
and longer, we were lashing out in all
directions and getting nowhere. " Everybody starts getting demoralised when
this happens. "Members get bored by
long agendas," said Sheffield and
countered this by just concentrating on
2 major issues at a time. When they felt
one was sufficiently dealt with they
would move on to another. This doesn't
mean other issues weren't tackled but 2
were given top priority and the others
left completely or just "kept going".
Nottingham also agreed "too many
irons in the fire is very dangerous. Take
a number of issues and concentrate all
energies on these for a few weeks, then
think again." If, however you think
your dampness campaign is being submerged in other issues, as we've seen
earlier, try to set up a special sub-group.
3. The wrong tactics.
You can do a lot and still be getting nowhere because you've got partial blindness. "You can get very bogged down
into a pattern, where you think the only
thing you can do is write letters or go to
Council meetings" said Nottingham.
"You can get on the merry-go-round of
meetings and have no time to do the
real work." Leeds agreed: "the Association had public meetings, everybody
had a chance to moan, we took up individual cases but nothing on a large
scale happened. "
It's very easy to think you're running
very fast and not notice you are
standing still. To avoid this you must
make time to discuss the whole campaign in detail and on a regular basis.
4. Losing the initiative.
We all felt the need for persistent
pressure. "Never let things ride, you lose
momentum" said Nottingham, "perhaps
you might think that just because
you've written you've done something,
but you need to follow that up with
another letter or a call. It's very easy to
let things drift, instead you should be
harassing." Hull found that some of the
group said: "it's not the right time" and
wanted things left for a week. "But this
loses time, there will always be delayers." To keep control of the campaign you must always be taking the
initiative whenever you can.
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"It was incredible what they got up to,
the Housing even came up with a new
name for usl They also tried the hard
line. Like when they invited two of us
to a meeting at the Council house
supposedly to discuss the flats and then
just laid into us for what we'd done."
In Nottingham, groups have found in the
past that offers of rehousing have been
made. In recent times they have tried
the old trick of setting up a high level
meeting with Chief officers and key
councillors and the old line - "do sit
down and have a cup of tea and we
could have a nice friendly discussion'~
One tenant was horrified: "It worked. I
was trying to kick the chairman under
the table, he was glowing away with all
this attention and forgetting everything
we agreed we would argue." She
added: "If they're not using this tactic
they'll be trying to make you feel bad
by saying there are lots of estates with
worse conditions ... "
In Leeds and Sheffield the Liaison
Committee and Project Committee have
been set up which are double edged
swords. They are a step forward yet can
also be 2 steps back if the councillors
and officers start trying to channel
everything through these Committees.
Often Councils will set up these groups
deliberately
to
defuse
"difficult"
situations.

AIMINGAT
Lastly we all agreed on the need to
decide on who you're trying to get at.
Is it central government? Or DHSS? Or
the YEB? If so, at what level should you
aim? "We used to have general discussions about different officers and
councillors and who were worth influencing" said Nottingham. Hull found
it helpful to go to Housing Committee
where "You can begin to see what's
happening, for instance those that
follow the chairwoman like sheep'~
Looking back they realised that they
should have directed their campaign
more at specific people and key councillors.
Leeds were conscious of using a variety
of approaches at different levels all at
the same time "We would negotiate
with the Liaison Committee; appeal to
one side of the Housing Chairman;
attack the other side of the Housing
Chairman; confront the whole Council
with Hunslet Grange problems by a
petition." The Chairman was to later
claim he used to dream about the TA.

CLEAR AIMS. DIFFERENT
TACTICS.
Sheffield sum up the crucial importance of planning a campaign, establishing clear demands and discussing tactics.
"You've got to have a clear aim, other
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things will grow from that. Alright
sometimes it's like being blindfold and
walking off the plank, but most of the
time you must try one approach, if it
doesn't work, try another." The worst
thing is to imagine you have totally
failed, instead the TA must try and
analyse what went wrong, what changes
should be made in the campaign.
5. Councillors and officers fight back.
All of us have had experience of various
tactics to undermine our campaigns. In
Hull, 2 councillors called round when
they heard the first whisper of a group
forming and told the organisers: "be a
social organisation, just do bingo and if
you want to hold a meeting about damp
we don't advise you mentioning anything about damp! We'll look after you
and get things sorted out." Hull commented "We couldn't believe they could
have such a cheek and ignored them
completely. "
"The other thing they did to us" said
Hull "was to begin to promise us a
place on the Portia Trust which was a
fund specially set up to help people cut
off for electricity debts. Obviously we
were concerned about this, but then we
found this miserable fund had councillors on it and a tenants representative
from the other YDG complex and all it
controlled was £801"
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MAKING LOCAL
AND
NATIONAL LINKS

GOLDEN WELLY
COMPETITION
FOR

LEEDS INTO EVERYTHING
"You can't keep us out of anything"

joke Leeds. Very true when you list the
organisations they are connected with.
Inner City Forum, Hunslet Forum
("good for bits of information, seeing
what people are saying about us and
how they feel about the estate"); Leeds

Trades Union and Community Resource
and Information Centre ("had files on
past action at Hunslet plus committee
papers plus very helpful with photocopying and so on"); National Federa-

tion
of Community
Organisations;
Labour Party ("some members of our
TA were branch members and kept the
branch informed");
National
AntiDampness Campaign ("useful for ideas,
contacts and discussion"); Leeds Vietnam Support Group ("difficult to work
with but we had 20 families in the
flats");
South
Leeds
Consultative
Committee ("useful in past, but now
we've got our own Liaison Committee
we have more direct access to officers");'

Leeds

Council

Tenants

Organisation

("very useful, we got support on a
number of issues e.g. rent rises and redoing the tenancy agreement, we also
got active support from LCTO.tenants
who have turned up to support us at
public 'events' "); Friends of the Earth
("cheap paper");
University Action
("help with play for children") and

YDTAG and SCAT.
The involvement in each of these organisations was often at a different level.
The Hunslet TA decided to sen9 delegates to some of these organisations,
some they were just affiliated to and
others group members attended in a
personal capacity
or through their
connection
with other organisations
and then just reported any news.
This list caused problems of time and
energy. Who was going to go to the next
meeting? "Should we spend all the time
on these meetings or concentrate just
on the dampness issue?" Other problems included: "people did not always
report back when they should have
done. Sometimes all these meetings
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caused friction; some people saw them
as 'gadding about'. "

However there were many benefits from
these formal links apart from information in and out. One of these was that
"when the Council turned to other
areas and said you can't have this and
that done because Hunslet Grange is
getting sorted out, there was no great
outcry from groups. They understood
our needs, so we weren't fighting each
other".

Nottingham however had fewer links.
Apart from NADC, YDTAG, SCAT and
118 Workshop (the Trade Union and
Community Resource Centre), it had
help from Nottingham
Community
Project. Very late in its campaign it
made a valuable alliance with another
TA in a similar situation. In the 1970s
there had been a link up locally between
3 flats complexes with similar problems
where groups had supported each other
with letters and at the sit in and on
demonstrations.
They had gone to a
regional East Midlands Tenants Organisation meeting and found it "too big,
too unwieldy, not enough members to
make it an effective organisation." No-

one had the time to try and change this
organisation.

DAMPEST

FLAT

~'djf~/

We wouldn't have got half as far or as fast without the links with, and help from,
other organisations. We think making these links is essential for any new campaign.
Links which bring you political support, experience and information.
Exactly who you approach first can
only be decided by you depending on
your local situation. We just want to
give some idea of who we contacted and
what the result was.
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There had been attempts in the 70s to
contact the unions over cut offs but
they hadn't been properly followed up;
similarly in 1981 it was agreed that the
group should contact the shop stewards
in the Direct Labour Organisation to
help with information and come and
look at particular flats but this too
never came off. These attempts partly
failed because tenants were unaware of
exactly who to contact and partly because no-one followed the contacts
through with enthusiasm.
So Nottingham largely drew additional
strength through other regional and
national organisations which were particularly concerned with damp.
Sheffield were members of or received
help from YDTAG, NADC, SCAT,
Sheffield
Anti-Dampness
Campaign,
Sheffield
Tenants Federation,
local
Labour Party branch, CVS, "Community Action" and other tenants associations around the country.
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"We've got 4 to 5 meetings to attend
each week, which makes it difficult to
decide what your priorities are. For
instance we've only just started attending the Tenants Federation as We
discovered that they had been discussing
proposals for area based management
which we had missed out on. So we'd
advise any group to belong to a Federation straight away."
A few members were also Labour Party
members and found it very important
to press the tenants arguments within
the local Labour Party. "You get the ear
of local councillors, plus the people who
vote these councillors in, plus people
who will probably be councillors in the
future. They thought everything was
lovely and Sheffield tenants lived in a
council house paradise until we disillusioned them. "
As the newest group Hull had the fewest
contacts but had already found that
contacting one badly run and well run
tenants association gave them ideas for
their own organisation. They also found
the CVS useful for printing and helping
with contacts. "Our advice to any new
group would be to contact other groups
with similar problems or to see if there
were groups like YDTAG".
Making the first contact can be difficult.
It was thought best to ask around first
to try and get sympathetic names. Then
after a brief meeting with one or two
people where you can find out more

about what an organisation's really like,
to attend one of their meetings, or
invite them to yours and see what
happens.

campaign. Through sharing information,
through sharing experience, through
joining in action, each organisation
grows in political strength.

It was felt important to decide which
organisations are worth putting regular
time into, which should be met as and
when needed, and which you would
only attend for the wrong reasons.
Will all these meetings really help your
action or will they take up your valuable time? Some people like collecting
a long list of organisations of which
they are a member. Beware.

Yet, none of our 4 groups made good
links with the unions. Looking back we
recognise that approaches should have
been made earlier which could only
have benefitted the campaigns. For
instance, trades unionists from the
Direct Labour Organisations could have
advised us on the causes of damp, told
us of the reality of the repairs and maintenance budgets, given their opinion on
where best to direct our campaign and
have supported our campaigns actively,
perhaps even financially. In turn we
could have supported them in their
fight to save jobs.

WRONG TO MISS UNIONS
The overall advice from all 4 cities is
that making links is an essential part of
strengthening
yoiJr organisation and
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INVESTIGATING
THE ESTATE
Finding out as much as possible about your estate is essential for any dampness
campaign. Information is power. All kinds of information may be useful but don't
just gather hoping it will' be useful. Decide at the start what you need. For instance
the answers to the following questions may well be useful:
1. Who built the estate and when?1
2. What was the standard of building
like? Did they use good quality materials? Was there good site supervision?
3. How is each flat or house constructed?
4. Where does dampness happen? In
how many flats? Is there a pattern?
5. What repairs or remedial work has
been done to deal with dampness? Was
it successful? If not, why not?
6. What health problems have been
caused by dampness/lack of heating?
7. Does the heating
system work
efficiently? Is it the right type of
heating for your construction?
8. How much and what kind of insulation is in the flats? Has it been
affected by damp?
9. Were any other estates built anywhere else using an identical system?
Do they have similar problems?

This list is not a blue print, just some
ideas of problems you might find worth
while trying to answer. They may not
be as difficult to answer as you think.
Your first library is the estate. Talk to
tenants past and present, record details
of every interesting incident, perhaps
with photos if possible. Talk to building
workers; cross question any official of
any kind who appears on the the
estate. Secondly, do the obvious, write
to a number of departments listing your
questions.
Thirdly follow up some or all of the
following: Direct Labour Organisation
stewards and workers; polytechnic or

DAMPNESS

All groups felt it was important to have
some understanding of how dampness
was caused and how it could be cured.
It's important for two reasons:
Without it you will certainly meet
attempts to confuse you, feed you with
lies and half truths. For instance:
"Councillors and officers will come up
with amazing things, they used to say
there wasn't water penetration here,
you need to be able to contradict"
"They tend to blind you with science,
you've got to be able to argue a little"
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The fourth way of answering some of
these questions is to do a survey. We
deal with this later. SCAT have written
more detailed notes on all these points
(see list at end). The effect of gathering
all this information and using it can be
tremendous.
Our overall experience is that gathering this information can take a long
time and you need to keep persisting,
keep
answering
questions,
making
phone calls, writing letters. Some groups
have had students
to help them.
However as you get each bit of information, your understanding will grow
and so will the strength of your organisation.

UNDERSTANDING
DAMPNESS
UNDERSTANDING

I I
I I

university library; local resource centre;
past tenants
association committee;
sympathetic councillors; original building workers; doctors, health visitors
etc; press cuttings; local reporters;
Housing Committee,
Technical Services Committee and Council minutes;
other tenants associations or the local
Federation;
National Anti-Dampness
Campaign; SCAT; local Planning Department;
sympathetic
officers; professionals like architects or lecturers in
building technology.

Secondly once you understand some of
the root causes you can start to draw up
a list of demands and have a clearer idea
what remedial works are necessary.
You don't have to try and understand
any technical books, just the key points
about dampness and its cure. Basic
factual information was found extremely useful e.g. the difference between
condensation
and water penetration,
what causes condensation, how concrete
reacts to heat. Where we got this information varied but included:
.collecting
information from National
Anti-Dampness Campaign.
.using

"Community

Action"

and

collecting
groups.
•

reports from other tenants

contacting SCAT.

• questioning any council official or
work person on or off the estate.
• attending a dampness workshop run
by Shelter Housing Aid or by SCAT or
by a local resource centre or community
project.
Once you've got this information it's
important to see all group members
have access to it and also to discuss it
within the group so as many people as
possible can argue your case. It's not a
process to hurry "go slowly so people
are not overwhelmed".
Understanding the cause of dampness
begins to reveal how our housing system
really works. It leads you to ask why
dampness was caused in the first place.
Was it due to poor quality materials?
Government
cuts? Government cost
limits?
Private
contractors
cutting
corners and boosting profits? The
Council cutting back on maintenance?
Beginning to answer these questions
gives you an insight into how Council
housing is planned, built and managed
and to see the huge changes that are
needed if we are to guarantee dry
quality housing with low fuel costs in
the future.

,
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BRINGING RATES 4
WHY GO FOR A
RATES REDUCTION?
Getting conditions
a rates reduction
not going
change
on the isestate
but t?It
does have a number of advantages for
t.enants and yourhaSsbociaft.ion ·
I t of
t
It brings cas
ene It 0 a 0
people, but not to everybod~.
.
.If
you win it is a publl~ sl~n that
official bodies think something IS very
wrong on the estate.
.It
is a good way of involving new
people.
•
1t
shows other tenants that ~he
tenants association is doing something
positive.
OUR EXPERIENCE
We made some big mistakes. The biggest
was that we almost reduced lump sum
compensation
payments
to tenants
leaving the flats. When we started going
for a reduction we were not seriously
thinking of demolition of the flats.
However a year later it was becoming
a reality in 2 cities at least. When you
move out, tenants who have been in 5
or more years get a Home Loss Payment
based on 3 times the Rateable Value.
(Other tenants in Nottingham also got
this payment even if they had not been
there for 5 years.) So to get the
Rateable Value ~educed acts against a
number of tenants interests.
However it is possible to get a 6 year
backdating (see box). Yet this largely
relies on the attitude of your Council
and it is by no means guaranteed.
Sheffield are the only group who tried
to get it and with a sympathetic
Council were successful. Certainly you
need to work out the figures first and
decide whether you want, or feel it is
possible, to get your estate demolished.
A public meeting is needed.
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Toe rates you pay depend on 3 facto.rs.Flrstly what
ot:>useor flat is. This figure is fixed by the District Valuer. 5econdlywhat level 0
fates has been decided by your local Councils. for instance they may say you mus
pay 75p in the £, so if your Rateabl.e Vatull is £200 you would pay £150 per year.
Thirdly whether you can get any rebate through toe Housing Benefit scheme .
So if'you can get your Rateable Velue clown your Iates biU will come down.
The Valuation Office (which is part of the Inland Relienue Department) sets th
Rateable Value every so otten. It takes into account such factors as the si2:eof the
property, the amenities it has, its location, whether it's near airports, shops or'
sewage farms and so on. The Officer then estimates how much rent the property
would fetch each year jf rented out on the open market. This figure is called the
Gross Value. Then the Officer deducts a figure to cover toe cost of repairs, maintenance and insurance and this gives the Rateable Value ..SInce it takes a lot of time
to "alue every property it is usually done evet;,y 10 years. It was last done in 1973,
ti:le Tories cancelled the 1983 val.uatlpn.

~ETT'NG RATES DOWN
Anyone Qan appeal against their Valuation. Yo\.! can't appeal on the grounds thatl
you cannot afford them or the Councils are asking too much. Instead you must~
argue that you; assessment 1S out of line with othet assessments or because your
Gross. ,value is ab.0ve what people wOuU:l~pa:vin the open. market. This. sounds a bitl'
CorrlPJ'cated, baSically you must show your pr'Operty IS n'Ot as deSirable as the,
n Officer might consider it to be.
The process takes~a long time the key s~eps are:
Get forms from ValuatIon Office whose address is in the- phone book. Decide on
wording together, send Of take them il'l.
The Valuation Officer' has 3 months to object to your proposal. Four m'Onth
you have objected it must be referred to th~. Valuation Tribunal. DUring thi-!
eMh 'Objector will receive a numb:r of compi'lcated forms wtlich dp no
usually need any reply unless they invite Y'OU
meeting or Jet you know'when
your Tribunal hearing might be.
The Officer and you may' agree 'On a
agreement. However the Council reIght
Tribunal.
.

re and both Sign forms setting out thi
agree. and l't would then have to go t

4, So if arY" side does not agree a Trib,!Jna1 ta~e$ place. There are. 3 members 0
tl1e pane-land it is me.antto be in~~peMent of the Valuation Office, Council etc,
altlJough these membets v!liIIusually be dfa~nifrom the same class. There is a full
time cierI< to explain procedure and points of1aw.
5. The pr'Ocedure is meanr to be informaL/l;.nysldecan
produce written evidencel
or e:xpert~ to su~port their case. Ope orm.orep~ople mayrepres.ent aU objectors.
The de'cision is give straight away.
6. Y®r Bateable Value cannot b~ put up if you f}.aveask/€l for a reduction. N
fee:>are payable.
.
7. If you. wan~. to appeal agai~st tlJls decislonyoucpn
appeal t'O the LaM
Trlbunal but this starts a complete ~ew ball garn~ of fees, costs and solicitors.,
You must appealltllithin 28 days'of the-Tribunal deciSion.
8. If your case is successful e.very objector wiU. r'eceive a form setting out th
reduction which tney must sign and retOm. Then It may take some time before th
Council get round to awarding the reducttpn"
9, What.everdate you put your forms!n the r~ductibn would be backdated to Apri
1st before that date. Vou may also beabl~ tog~~ 6 years backdating. (Law
involved General Rate.Act 1967, Vafuatiop LIst Regul.ations .1974. Details of Lan
Trig.µflal decisions are ..given in Lands Tribunal Oases edited by Frank Othick,)
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STARTING OFF
Nottingham went to see the Valuation
Officer straight away to go through the
law, the procedures and also to see
whether the flats were below other flats
in any case. They found that all deck
access and high rise had been reduced
by 10"10 in 1973 in recognition of their
general problems and that Balloon
Wood had been reduced by a further 5%.
Bob Martin. Who repre.
sented th~ tenants, said
the cou.ncll should accept
the lOgIC of the decision
a.nd backdate the CUt for
SIX'Y~ars - the maximum
PormUted Under law.
~~fore
Yesterday'S
deCISIon, rlltes on the
estate
varied between
£4.05 a week for a bedsit_
ter and £10.22 for a four_
bedrOom nat. Rateable
vaWes WiII be reduced
between 20pc and 25pc.
The future of the
Br~OmhalJ estate, sYstellJ_
bUIlt from prefabricated
concrete, 'is srifI highly
uncertam. 'l'he councl/
has tried various remedies
for the Cold and damp
believed to be caUsed by
iII-fitting slabs, but With_
OUtsuccess.
PrOblems
worsened
when the COUnCiltOok OUt
gas fires to redUce the risk
of eXPlosion after the
Ronan POint disaster in
,London.
Tenants haVe
"fOUnd replacement elec_
t!ic heating Very expen_
SIVe.t'?rUn. They recently
t:~~~~~e:lJo~~nc~. speCial
The COuncil is now
"constrUCtively
demo_
lishing" 22 of the 653
flats to see What is wrOng
but has little money td
PUt them right Or rehOUse
~ tenants.

However we still thought they were high
compared to post or pre-war council
houses. We found that the general
pattern of rating was that the more
modern the bu ilding the higher the
Rateable Value and that there was no
real recognition of the fact that many
flats were unpopular or falling apart.
All of us had difficulty

in getting a lot
of forms, they didn't like handling
them in bulk. Although the Nottingham
Valuation Officer admitted in writing
that "up to 50 such forms can be made
available to Secretaries of Housing
Associations and the like". Strong publicity or action may be needed if they
don't hand them over. Leeds solution
was for T A members to invent different
voices on the phone!
A key decision here is how many forms
and which flats. For propaganda purposes you want as many people as
possible to fill them in but the Valuation
Officer in our experience will not visit
100 flats but is more likely to take 2040 and then base all other flats on these.
So you must decide on a number that
looks good in public but also select flats
which are bad. Sheffield submittted 8
claims whilst Hull put in 50. Once you
have handed in the forms you cannot
say which flats should be visited or not.
Another Leeds group found he somehow managed to visit all the better ones
which set their campaign back seriously.
Valuation officers should logically use a
'test case' basis and this is to the advantage of the T A since you control which
they select. The confused Hull Officer
wondered for weeks whether he ought
to do each flat individually. Eventually
he recognised this could mean continual
requests for reassessment as people
compared their flat with another or as
any individual flat got worse.

FILLING IN THE FORM
Also at this stage it was necessary to
decide on what reduction to go for. All
groups decided on a target of 50% to
leave room for negotiation.

---

We also learnt that whether or not the
repair work had been done had to be
disregarded by the Valuation Officer. So
we had to emphasise the fact that the
whole structu re was unsatisfactory, ie it
was built in concrete, full of condensation and water penetration and it
would take far more than just normal
repa irs to put it right.
The wording most groups used on the
form when asked for reasons for want-
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ing reduction was: "inherent design and
construction defects causing dampness,
condensation and high heating bills."
Lastly you must remember that everybody will find the process and the forms
they send confusing. So it's important
to try and explain exactly what will
happen and for everybody to know who
to contact if they want any explanation.

T AKI NG FORMS IN
Once you have filled them in do not
miss a chance for publ icity. Nottingham,
for instance, informed the press and
went down with placards and children
to the offices and then a deputation
took the forms in together with other
evidence of conditions in the flats. After
TRASH had handed their forms in, the
Council turned round and claimed it
was their idea and backed the application!
Once they are in you will have to wait
a number of months whilst the Office
send out forms and investigate. It is
worth phoning the Valuation Office
regularly to see what's happening. In
Sheffield it took exactly a year from
applying to gettting a hearing, whilst in
Hull it took 9 months.

HELPFUL AND OBSTRUCTIVE
However, Nottingham's Officer called
the group in after about 3 months and
offered a 15% reduction but qu ietly
indicating this was not a final offer.
TOAD thought he could be pushed up
so they went to see all objectors and ask
them if they would be willing to go for
25% and settle for 20% if necessary.
Everyone agreed - and the Officer said
"OK it's 20%". He also said that if the
TA thought conditions got worse in the
future they could come back for
another reduction. It took a number of
months for him to write to all the flats
on the estate and for the Council to
award the backdating.
The Hull Valuation Office were more
confused. 'We thought it was a farce,
they went to other cities to try and
decide a figure. Eventually they decided
on 20% following Nottingh'8m. We
appealed against it but with no success.
Looking back we should have gone
down to that Tribunal with a coachload of tenants".
Sheffield found their Officer slow and
obstructive so they threatened to send
in 650 forms. "We thought he was
delaying, just hoping we would go away,
so we needed to get him moving '. They
chose 8 flats which were representative
of different flat types, in a poor condition and where tenants were likely to
stay du ring the reduction process. They
also got a letter from the Council which
said they were considering putting the
rents down and took up the issue of
getting a backdating of 6 years right
from the start.
Leeds withdrew their case as they felt
Home Loss payments were in danger.
Their withdrawal was accepted. However
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9. Refund of overpayments.-(I)
Without prejudice to sections 7 (4)
(b) and IS (4) of this Act, but subject to subsection (2) of this sectioll, where
it is shown to the satisfaction of a rating anthority that any amount paid
in respect of rates, and not recoverable apart from this section, could properly
be refunded on the ground that(a) the amount of any entry in the valuation list was excessive; or
(b) a rate was levied otherwise than in accordance with the valuation
list; or
(c) any exemption or relid to which a person was entitled was not
allowed; or
(d) the hereditament was unoccupied during any period; or
(e) the person who made a payment in respect of rates was not liable
to make that payment,
the rating authority may refund that amount or a part thereof.
(2) No amount shall be refunded under subsection (I) of this section(a) unless application therefor was made before the en(1 of the sixth
year after that in which the amount was µaid; or
(b) if the amount paid was charged on the basis, or in accordance with
the practice, generally prevailing at the time when the payment
was demanded.
(3) Before determining whether a refund should be made under subsection (I) of this section(a) in a case falling \vithin paragraph (a) of that suhsection; or
(b) in a case falling within paragraph (c) of that subsection where the
exemption or relief was one which ought to have appeared in the
valuation list,
the rating authority shall obtain a certificate from the valuation officer
as to the manner in which in his opinion the hereditament in question shoulrl
have been treated for the purposes of the valuation list, and the certificate
shall be binding on the authority.
[1512]

another group in Nottingham at Basford
had a shock when they asked to withdraw. The same Valuation Officer who
put down Balloon Woods by 20% said
the flats were terrible and he would
personally apply for a reduction! So the
T A have mounted a very successful
campaign for almost a whole year to
delay the Tribunal hearing in order to
keep the rates up!

they treat this sum. Sheffield DHSS
have said they would treat it as a
"capital acquisition". In other words
something you are entitled to receive
and that they will not claw back. It will
not affect past or future benefit payments. However they say that if this
sum brings you over the present savings
limit of £2,500 then this will affect
your benefit.

TRIBUNAL

The second category of people is those
who have been on rate rebate or are on
housing benefit. Sheffield say that
according to regulation of Rate Rebate
Regulations 1978 the local authority is
forced to adjust what they pay you and
only payout a percentage of what other
people are getting since you have been
on rebate.

Only Sheffield went to a Tribunal. "We
decided to phone up and go and see
how things went on. This was very
useful. Then we did a mock-up where
we ran through our evidence. When it
came to the day we got as many people
as possible to go and we also took an
excellent report by John McQuillan,
Environmental Health Officer. We had
also prepared a lot of other evidence
and a display of photos so they could
really see what the flats were like.
Within half an hour of seeing the report
we had a 20% reduction."
Sheffield have since managed to get the
6 years' backdating.

TENANTS ANGRY
However winning can bring problems.
Two groups of people can lose out on
getting backdated awards.
Firstly if your rates are paid by DHSS
and you get a backdated award you
should report it to them otherwise they
can do you. The key question is how

Sheffield have agreed to make efforts to
trace everyone who might be entitled to
the backdated award and have advertised in the local papers. However the
paperwork involved is causing headaches
for town hall staff.

LESSONS
So the key lessons are:
• choose bad flats
.keep
the pressure on the Valuation
Office
.don't
go ahead if you think demolition is a possibility and tenants may
lose out
.actively
support all tenants through
the process
.start
early to get it in for Christmas!
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Every TA felt publicity was either their main weapon or one of their most effective.
"You can't live without publicity," said Leeds. Building up a case and building up
pressure in the press forces the opposition to react in some way.
We can't cover every aspect of using the press here but would recommend Using the
Media by Denis MacShane. Here are the main points though, from our experience.

MEDIA FEAST
The media have a distorted sense of
what is important. What we see as
unjust, scandalous and criminal, they
will see differently. "Dog bites man",
isn't news; "man bites dog", is. They
love things that are new, extraordinary,
bizarre. They like the 'new angle' to the
old story. They love conflict. Few
papers will care about the story of a
woman with 3 children and 3 damp
rooms, but they will jump at "Mother
of 3 threatens Council with Court
action" or "Family of 5 live in one
room"

On radio they will edit you, often
with distortions whilst newspaper subeditors can hack a reporter's story and
make it very inaccurate.
They will go behind your backs if
you refuse to talk about a story if they
want it badly enough.
.They
will ask all the wrong questions.
.They
like to choose middle class
speakers who sound like themselves, all
flash and polished.
• They will get their facts wrong.
.They
will 'adjust' reality, like waving
curtains about to pretend a draught
exists if it suits their case.

• "flitS

THIS

IS ...

IS ...

ist's slant or politics was dominated by
the pol itics of the radio or TV station
or newspaper. Newspapers are first of
all in the business of making money; to
make money they print and sell news.
They will also have their own political
outlook. So your news will always be
judged on whether it will help fill their
paper, help sell it or help push their
particular political line. TV and radio
stations are little different and the BBG
pretends to be neutral but isn't.
For instance we combined to try and
influence a BBC documentary on the
flats. Together we argued what should
go in the programme with some success.
However we wanted SCAT to say who
was really to blame. The interviewer
told us the filmed interview was
'excellent', but when a lawyer saw it it
was a bit near the bone in talking about
the builders, politicians and architects .
So they chopped it, just to be on the
safe side, whilst admitting other lTV
companies would have probably kept it
in.

"1l4E.

- ..

ABANDON THE MEDIA

G~ST

c;~..-arr. ..

OFAL.L
TIME!

"

MINEFIELDS

JUST A FEW

"There are so many traps" say Notting·
ham, "you need to know the media
well. So here are some mines we have
met:
.They
take the words out of your
mouth and twist them around.
• They miss out your most important
points.
• They suggest what you should say.
• They [reporters)
have their own
attitudes which slant a story.
.They
like to centrea on individuals
at the expense of the group .
• They will print the Council side in
full and Perhaps give you one sentence.
.They
will often misquote you.

Yet there are a few journal ists and pro·
ducers who will be politically sympath·
etic to your campaign and a few others
who will try to report you faithfully.
From these people you can:
• get information
about what the
Council is thinking,
• get adv ice on power structu res in the
Council,
• sometimes get old news cuttings,
• get co-operation in fighting for more
space or features,
• get other useful information.

OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL
We also became aware that the journal-

Faced with all these mines you can't run
away but must develop practices to
deal with them. We found it was important to:
• make sure the group knows what it
wants to say and what to emphasise,
• make sure that all group members
stick to the same line,
• try and choose someone within the
group who knows the issue or at least
quickly learns about the issue,
• make sure that individual is prepared.
As one Leeds tenant said "I thought out
what I was going to say, when the
camera came on, I just stood there and
said it without being deviated",
• where possible provide what you
want to say in written form, so they
can use your statements direct,
• remember you are doing the media a
favour and it's not just them doing you
a favour as they will often try and tell
you,
• quickly replace any spokesperson
who just puts their own ideas rather
than group's,
• spread out the publicity within the
group, "perhaps have a co-ordinator"
suggested Leeds.
• work out ways to boost people's
confidence who have never done it
before. Make sure they go with those
who have had some experience, give
them a try. Do some mock interviews;
invite a sympathetic journalist to talk
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etc of any distortion, misquoting etc.
this will probably have little immediate
effect but can help in getting better
treatment in the future,
• remember that live shows are the
only place they can't edit you.

PRODUCING RESULTS

.... Mf\ <.;~

tJ1 ~

o.~

I

~f~

1M.

1W1' ~---

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111
to your group about using the media;
is something which can be followed up.
see whether any local resource centre
Collect the press cuttings.
do media skills workshops; get 2 or 3
• question a reporter on what the
Reople to write press releases together,
article is going to contain so you know
• build up a relationship with parthe treatment
in advance as far as
ticular journalists. Go back to reporters
possible,
who have dealt with you fairly. Try and
• don't let the press hurry you, often
get them to come down to your estate,
they will want a comment on the spot,
not to do the story from their office.
say you will phone back having found
Sheffield had one calling in w~ekly.
out their deadline, so you can prepare
• always listen to what you've done,
your response carefully,
• complain immediately to news editor
see how they've treated it, see if there

Investigation
Campaigning

All of us found publicity helpful in
building up support on the estate, in
increasing the awareness of councillors
and officers, in forcing them to act. As
Nottingham said "Councils just do not
like adverse publicity, it makes them
squirm". Leeds found that all the press
coverage they got before helped get
them the decision for demolition: "Our
strong position in the press gave us a
strong position to demand demolition .
Generally it builds up, every bit is
useful and it also helps other groups, it
gives them ideas, it can encourage
other groups to form" .
So every opportunity must be taken to
get publicity. Any important letter sent
or received, any deputation, petition,
report, advance, picket or other event
needs to be considered.

bJ' Marjorie Wallace
Journalist

THREE
large
system-built
estates,
comprising
1,772
homes in Hull and Nottingham.
have
been
investigated
in
detail by The Sunday
Times.
The
B:-ansholme
and
Great
Thornton
Street
Estates
in
Hull
(1,125
homes)
and the
Balloon
Wood ~ estate
in
Nottingham
(647)
typify
the
problems
of system
building.
They were built by the York·
shire
Development
Group.
Although
everyone
involved
agrees that they are far from

the Year

.. \,\'e've been
repofting
the
condi:ions
in
Balloon
Wo~d
Estate
for a long time,"
says
Dr A Lata, a local GP .• < The
children
suffer
continual
coughs
and colds
because
of
the damp.
Many
homes
ue
infested
with
lice and hous':!
mites.
The
damp
aggravates
other
conditions
such as arthritis,
bronchitis,
skin diseases
and
allergies."
Perhaps
e\'en
more
serious
is the efiect on mental
bealth.
A great
deal of st:·ess
stems
from Ii-,jng continuously
with
the
irreconcilable
conflict
of
choice between
being cold and
damp
or using
more
heating
than reople can possibly afford.
SOOli'
o:d age pensioners
with
electricitv
bills of more
than
~20(l a quarter
are so afraid to
use heatine
that they resort
to

~h~~ga::ea
bl~:k?~d~~~::;eZPgl
corner-cutting,
shoddy
workmanship
and
ill-researched
building
techniques.
The estates
are typified
by
long,
draughty
walkv.-ays,
fungus-ridden
carpets.,
bJack
mould
sprouting
across
walls
, ceilinp<;

of

She
de\'€'\oped
a
TE'5piratory
tract
infection and her uelon~\np
in the
ffi<lISonette
,."ert>
dam<lged
by damp.
he
I saic\
'Mor
Hunt
said
the
inside
of the maisont'tt€'
was "badly
affected
b~
E'xcessi\'e
dampness.'·
particularly
1n the
two
bec\rooms.
) which
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GAINING AN ESTATE
HEATING ALLOWANCE

ARMED WITH BILLS

The -S~-;;Plementary Benefit (I1.eqoirements) 1980 s~~te that: "Where the home is
part of an estate built with a heating system of which the Secretary of State has in
his discretion recognised the running costs to be disproportionately high" an Estate
Rate Heating Addition (ERHA) will be paid.
This allowance is payable to all tenants on Supplementary. Benefit. It should not he
confused wlth another heating allowance called the Central Heating Addition
(CHA). This is given where the home is particulady <Hfficult to heat, eg damp or in
an exposed position {see paragraph 2 ot schedule 3). ThisJs meantto be negotiated
on an individual basis but there is no reason why you should not campaign for it for
parts or all of the estate.
In November 1982 the ER.HAwas:
1-4 rooms £3.30
5 or more rooms £7.60
Whilst the CHA was:
1-4 rooms £1.90
5 or more rooms £:3.80
The key questions are what conditions and heating $Ystems qualitl,' f,or an ERHA
and how do you get it? Circular 5/88 m.akes.it very unclear.
"The heatinlf'wstems
likely ttl be. de;\griated will be those fi
electricity, or certain nOfl-standard tar.!ffs for off-peal< el~ctrici
operating on the Econom.y 1.,tarjff;~or ;ihe norOlal B hour'
not qllaUf-y. The manager should takensteps to identify those
nation migbt apply, consulting: with the'landlords&'{usually the 10eal a
fuel boards as lonnrAnrl..t .. 7'
'

The interpretation
monitoring w4;to
ation. Tn
RHAs is m-lSS H
2JE.01-8316111

TWO YEAR FIGHT

"I 'k
I
I
''''d
t s ta en a ong, ong time , sal.
Sheffield, 'but it's worth it". It took
them over 2 years to get the EHRA but
it's given a lot of tenants extra cash;
"it's helped highlight the condl'tions in
the flats, given us that extra bit of
leverage."

.
and they Intended to use the Yorkshire
Electricity Board figures. The TA objected to this since the YEB had, in the
past, argued that high costs were due to
the irresponsible use by tenants. Moreover the figures they produced showed a.
Wide difference -between what tenants
were actually paying to heat their flats
and the figures that YEB thought
were reasonable
to achieve target
temperatures.

Back in 1980 the group decided that
not only wou.ld this al.lowance .benefit
those on SOCial Security but, If they
could get it, it would help pressure the
council to tackle high heating costs.
.
•
A lett~r ':"~s dupllca~ed .and 30 tenants
made indiVidual ap?llcatlons. :rh~ DHSS
were cool and said they dldn t have
sufficient evidence on the heating costs
_

./'

,,; 11

I

I

Time was dragging so the T A got MPs.
to ask questions in Parliament since
DHSS was claiming it did not know how
to interpret the new legislation about
ERHAs.
j Ii
11 \
t W'
ig

SO ten tenants went down to the DHSS
office armed with bills. They argued
that the reason that many tenants bills
were so low was because they could not
afford to use it and they were afraid of
huge bills that they would be unable
to pay. Emphasis was placed on the
structural faults of the flats and the
inadequacy of the heating system. After
an hour's talk the local officer expressed
sympathy and admitted that the YEB
figures did not prove one thing or
another.
This action paid off. Two days later
DHSS phoned to say that if they were
given heating costs of two of each flat
type, they would base their recommendation on this. The TA provided this
evidence and also got the Council to
write in support of their arguments.
Soon after the officer submitted a
favourable report and recommended
backdating to November 1980.

LOST IN LONDON
London sat on it. To try and speed things
up the TA got the Director of Social
Services to write asking for councillors
to meet the Minister of State for Social
Security. Sheffield Council also contacted other authorities to enlist their
support.
In reply to this letter Lynda Chalker
claimed they could not sort out guidelines and the key issue was whether the
heating system was "inherently expensive
and not to compensate claimants for the
poor state of repair or lack of insulation
in the property". She promised it would
all be sorted out by the winter
.
The TA then got their MPs to pressure
the Department, took legal advice and
discussed whether CPAG would take a
test case. By now it was late 1981.
.
In the spring of 1982 there was still no
decision so they decided to go to the
Parliamentary Ombudsman, to complain
that the DHSS was unable to apply a
regulation 16 months after it had come
into force.
.'
!hls seemed to help things along .slnce
In July
1982 the ERHA, was finally
awarded. The ombudsman s report has
just been published and it is a whitewash,

-3B#Jik
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he sympathises with the poor, hard
pressed officials! There was no backdating of the allowance but the local
DHSS office agreed to award all eligible
tenants a backdated award of the CHA.

which would show just what amount of
heat is needed to heat the flats to the
temperature they were designed for. This
had been a successful part of getting the
allowance in Hulme, Manchester.

Sheffield were overjoyed at finally
getting it. However there was one draw
back: "It caused a division between
tenants on the estate. It's left people
with low incomes with no help and we
need to do something for them".

However all these actions were done
half heartedly, the applications were
never sent in, letters were not replied to
for weeks.
In June 1982 the DHSS wrote to the
Council (who had taken up the issue after
TA requests) that since the estate had
Economy 7, this was not a "pre3erved
off-peak tariff" and therefore no ERHA
could be awarded.

JUST LOOKING INTO IT
All the other associations followed
Sheffield in trying to get the allowance.
Nottingham, however, had a slightly
different experience. The T A first wrote
asking for it in March 1981 and the
DHSS said they were "reviewing the
situation" .
In the summer the TA collected, but
never presented, 50 individual applications. In October DHSS said on the
basis of the EMEB consumption figures
there was no real case but they would
I~ok again after a~out four months
since the new heating system would

The TA tried, unsuccessfully, to get the
figures off the EMEB. In further correspondence the DHSS started arguing that
since it was an estate heating allowance
they must look at the whole estate and
not just a selection of flats. The direct
opposite to Sheffield.
The TA argued that few people used the
system and gave survey evidence to
support this. They started trying to get
an independent
heating report done

I

Two months
later demolition
was
announced. The T A changed direction
and got the Housing Department to
get Technical Services to investigate
what affect empty flats would have for
those tenants awaiting rehousing. The
Technical Services Department never
produced a report.

EASY TWO
Meanwhile Hull and Leeds had an easier

allowance in August 1982. They did not
pursue it beyond a few letters, but did
get the Council to take it up on their
behalf. Hull took up the issue in March
1982 and used publicity. They got the
allowance
in December 1982. The
Sheffield decision was obviously having
an effect on other cities.

LESSONS
There are
process:

many

lessons

from

this
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• contact other groups who have recent
experience, keep in touch with CPAG.
• keep the pressure on relentlessly,
reply to letters straight away, demand
replies within days.
.try
to get the Council to provide
evidence on heat loss and insulation;
if not try and get an independent report
done.
.keep
up to date with changes in this
regulation and of who is getting the
allowance.
.don't
just write letters, take direct
action, go down to the offices in force.
.contact
your MPs, councillors, ombudsman early on to add support.
.tell
them to take a running jump if
they think of using consumption figures,
this is a delaying tactic. The only way of
assessing is through looking at the
building fabric and heating system
together.
.don't
accept their argument that
only the heating system should be
considered, would it be worth taking a
legal test case?
The fact that two other cities got their
allowance so soon after Sheffield points
to a strength of similar systems allying.

However by going for the allowance
we missed other possible ways. Why
shouldn't the City or County Council
subsidise the heating until they get the
buildings insulated? Or why shouldn't
rents be reduced to take into account
the high costs? Why should tenants
suffer extra heating costs with empty
flats next door? These questions and the
issues they raise could have been the
focus of quite different campaigns.

